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The complex scaling method for 
scattering by strictly convex obstaclesJohannes Sjöstrand and Maciej Zworski

1. Introduction and statement of resultsThe purpose of this paper is to obtain upper bounds on the number of scattering poles in varying neighbourhoods of the real axis for scattering by strictly convex obstacles with Cao boundaries. The new estimates generalize our earlier results on the poles in small conic neighbourhoods of the real axis and include the recent result of Hargé and Lebeau [3] on the pole free region. In fact, one of the new components here is their observation on the choice of the angle of scaling (see Sect. 2).The starting point of our approach is the same as in [13]: the poles are identified with the square roots of complex eigenvalues of a non-self-adj oint operator obtained by scaling ‘all the way to the boundary’. That produces a new elliptic boundary problem for which a semi-classical calculus was developed in [13]. It was then applied to the study of the characteristic values of the scaled operator.In the present work we adopt a more direct and microlocal approach partly similar to the one used in [9]. By a microlocalization on the boundary we reduce the problem to the study of ordinary differential boundary problem for which a detailed spectral information is available.We recall that if P is —Δ on Rn∖O, with the Dirichlet boundary condition, and O is a bounded subset of Rn with a connected exterior, then the resolvent(F-A2)~1iL2(Rn∖O) -→F2(Rn∖O)∩⅛(R,1∖O), Imλ>0,extends to a meromorphic operator(P-λ2Γ1 rLc2omp(R"∖O) -→H12oc(R"∖0)∩⅛c(R"∖O),for λ∈C or λ∈Λ, the logarithmic plane, when n is odd or even respectively (see [6], [14], [10]). Here Hk(BJl∖O) is the standard Sobolev space and Hq(BJ1∖O) is the
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closure of Cθo(Rn∖(9) in Jf1-norm. Then, L^omp, 7J1θc, 7Jθ loc are defined from these spaces in the usual way. The poles of this continuation are called the scattering poles and can be considered as a replacement of the discrete spectral data for an exterior problem. In our results we count the number of the poles with their multiplicity (see [10] ).We will estimate the poles in the following neighbourhoods of the real axis(1.1) {Cl≤Reζ≤r, — Imζ < μ(Reζ) Reζ},where the function μ is assumed to satisfy

⅛). "Wv⅛ ⅛¾≈"'1 "“-‘“"“"S’

— χ-2∕3≤μ(z)≤-, x>c2.

We remark that, if n>4, the last monotonicity condition is a consequence of the first two and that we could take more general μ,s at the expense of some complications in the statements. The natural μ,s to take are μ{r)-θr~a 1 0≤o≤∣—see Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The neighbourhoods of the real axis and the critical curve.
Theorem 1. If N(r,μ) is the number of scattering poles in (1.1) with μ sat

isfying (1.2) then
N(r,μ) <C'μ(r)'i,'"2rn+C, r>C,

for some constant C depending only on the O and the constants in (1.2).
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The proof will be given in Sect. 7 as a consequence of a more precise local upper bound in Theorem 4 there. In that bound we also recover the result of Hargé and Lebeau [3] on the pole free region:(1.3) μ(r) < |Sminr_2/3-cir_1 =≠> N(r,μ)<C,where (∖2∕3min Ki(x')) ,√∈0O√=l.....n-l ∕with Kτ(xr), the principal curvatures of ∂O at x, and —ζι, the first zero of the Airy function. In other words there are only finitely many poles above the critical cubic parabola — Imζ=∣‰in(Reζ)1∕3-cγ. Near that curve one expects finer estimates once the geometry is more controlled. To that aim we have
Theorem 2. If the second fundamental form of ∂O restricted to the sphere 

bundle of ∂O has a non-degenerate minimum on an embedded submanifold of codi
mension v (in the sense that the transversal Hessian is nondegenerate), then the 
number of scattering poles in( 1 ≤ Re ζ ≤ r,I —Imζ≤ ∣S,mjn(Reζ)1∕3+c(Reζ)1-α,∣≤α≤l, is bounded by(1∙4) <7rn-lr-((α∕2)-(l∕3))1∕.

As in the case of Theorem 1, a more precise local bound is possible, see (7.8).The special choices of μ in Theorem 1 give the following corollaries. In the first one we take θ large (at least, to get a non-trivial statement, greater than the critical value):
Corollary 1.1. For ∣Smin<0<0ι and r>C(θι)

ff{ζ'ζ a scattering pole, l≤Reζ≤r, — Imζ ≤ 0(Re ζ)1∕3} = O(θ3^2)rn~1.For θ small and a=0 we recover, in a strengthened form, the result of [14] :
Corollary 1.2. IfO<θ<θo then for r>C

ft{ζ : ζ a scattering pole, l≤Reζ≤r, — Imζ ≤ 0Reζ} — O(θ3^2)rn.The two corollaries and the pole free region estimate are optimal for the sphere. In the non-symmetric case the only lower bound follows from the work of Bardos, 
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Lebeau and Rauch [1]: a non-degenerate, isolated, simple closed geodesic 7 of length d7 on the boundary of a strictly convex analytic obstacle generates infinitely many poles in any region{ζ : -Imζ < S(Reζ)1∕3}, B>By ⅛1∕3ζχ cosQ) A-ρ√s)2∕3 ds,

where ρ1 is the curvature of 7 in Rn, n odd and s is the length parameter on 7. From their argument it also seems to follow that there are only finitely many poles in the region with ∣Smin replaced by B<Bmιn, where‰n = sup inf 2 1∕3ζ1cos(^)^ [ ρ^s)2>3ds.
T>0 {7 a geodesic} ∖ O ∕ 1 JqUsing a simple Tauberian argument [12] one actually sees that for every ε>0 and B>B7, there exists r(ε,B) such that#{C : ζ a scattering pole, ∣Reζ∣≤r, — Imζ < B∣ Reζ∣1∕3} > r2∕3~ε, r>r(ε,B).Finally, we give an example of an obstacle for which the assumptions of Theorem 2 are nicely satisfied. We let ∂O be an ellipsoid of revolution. Then the second fundamental form restricted to the sphere bundle takes its minimum on the normal bundle to the shortest geodesic, which is assumed to be the equator. The codimension is 2 and the bound (1.4) becomes O(l)r^8∕3^~α compared to the bound obtained using Theorem 1, O(l)r2. In the analytic case a better estimate is possible (corresponding to a larger pole free region obtained by using Bmin above) but the bound seems new if the boundary is no longer analytic but the geometry is the same.

2. The scaled operatorIn this section we will review the complex scaling construction used in the preceding papers [10], [11], [12] stressing the explicit representation of the operator. Thus, let OcRn be bounded and open with a smooth boundary. We assume that O is strictly convex. It then follows that d(τ)⅛fdist(z, O) is in Coo(Rn∖(9) and that 
d(x) is a convex function with kerd"a,(2>) of dimension 1, generated by x-z{x)y where z{x)^∂O is the unique point such that d(x) = ∖x-z(x)∖. We observe that at 
ze∂O the exterior unit normal of ∂O at z is given by(2∙1) n(^) = Vd(^).
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If zo∈<9(9, we choose some local coordinates y,=(yly ...,y∏-ι) for ∂O centered at zq so that we have a corresponding diffeomorphism(2.2) s: neighR„_i (0) —> neighao(z0).We then get the normal geodesic coordinates (y,,yn), 2∕,∈ne⅛⅛n-ι(0), ‰≥0 for a sector of an extension of (9, given by(2∙3) x = s(√)+‰n(s(√)) = s(y')+⅛nVd(s(√)).We will also write(2∙4) χ = s(,y∖ y = (y,,yn)∙Let xo=s(0)÷τ∕o,niι(s(0)) be some fixed point (we take y,=0 for simplicity—any other choice of 7/'EneighRn-i (0) would work in the same way). We shall compute the leading contribution to Δ in the ^/-coordinates at the fixed point 3∕o = (θ, 3∕o,n)∙ After a Euclidean change of the ^-coordinates we may assume that xq = (0, ι∕o,n) lies on the positive ^n-axis. From (2.3) we get ∕θ∖(2∙5) ∖ι∕We also have,
and in particular at yf=0:

(2∙6) — = ( (1+ynd",x,(oy)∂y's(o) o
∂y ∖ θ 1Notice that ⅛,,x,(0)>0 so that the matrix (2.6) is invertible for ‰∈C∖(-∞,0). At 

yf=0 and for yn small we get from (2.6)
(2∙7) (Z-‰<,x√0))(t⅜.s)-1(0)+O(^) 00 1
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The principal symbol of —Δ then becomes (still at y'=Q)'

∕ ∕ ∕∕7Q∖ ∖∖(2∙9) =η2n+^I-ynd^x,(^ (^7) (0)+OQ∕2))√)
∕t∕ ∂s Y^1 ∖2

(2.10) -2y„^",æ,(0)‘^(0)) 1√∕(^(0)) √^+(¾2√2).
def Here the second term in the last expression is the principal symbol of —∆<go = 

R(y,1Dyf) expressed in the local coordinates yf. We can interpret d",a,∕(0) as the Hessian of d at 0 restricted to Tq∂O (viewed as a subspace of Rn=TbRn) and, by the Euclidean duality, as the corresponding Hessian on T*∂O. Then
0"<o>"(⅛<o)y,,'*(⅛<tι>)'1,'')

is the corresponding quadratic form expressed in the (χ∕,, τyz)-coordinates on Tζ∂O. Let Q(y',Dy') be the corresponding elliptic differential operator on the boundary (where now we let yf vary). From the discussion above we see that R(yf,ηf) is dual to the first fundamental form (the metric on ∂O) and Q(y, ,η,)↑ to the second fundamental form (given at √=0 by {dy'n(Yr), (Y', Q)) = (dx,x,(fTfY', Y')1 Y,eT^∂O). Since the principal curvatures of ∂O are the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form with respect to the first, we obtain
Lemma 2.1. The principal curvatures of ∂O at xf=s(y,) are the eigenvalues 

of the quadratic form Q(y', ηf) with respect to the quadratic form R(y,↑ η,).With the new notation, and for y,, yn small, we now get
-h2^ = (hDyn)2+R(y,,hDyf)-2yM,hDy,) 

+O{y2n(hDy^+O{h)hDy+O(h2∖Here we found it convenient to introduce the semi-classical parameter h>0 that we will let tend to 0.In [13] we considered exterior complex scaling which near ∂O was of the form(2∙12) z~ x+iθf,(x) 
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with f(x) = ^d(x)2 so that f, (x)=d(x)d, (x). Replacing x by the corresponding geodesic coordinates above, we get(2.13) z = s(√)+ι∕nVd(s(√))÷2⅜nVd(s(√)) = s(√) + (l+^)ι∕nVφ(√)).Following Hargé and Lebeau [3] near ∂Cf we shall scale up to the angle ∣π, so that ∣l+^∣-1(l+i0)-exp(i∣π) near ∂O. Further on we connect the scaling to the one used in [13] (with smaller θ). More precisely, we let 0>O be small enough and let g be an injective Cσo map [0, oo)→C. We demand that ∖gf∖=1, ρ(0)=0, g(t)=t exp(i∣π) for t near 0 and that g(t)=t∖l+iθ∖~1(l+iθ) outside a small neighbourhood of 0,arg(l+i0) ≤argg(t) ≤ ∣π, j arg(l+i0) ≤ aτgg'(*) ≤ ∣π.Let Γ=Γ5cCn be the image of(2.14) ∂O × [0, ∞) 9 (x,,xn) 1—>x,+g(xnyyd(x,).Then, replacing x,E∂O by the corresponding local coordinate considered before and denoted by yf, we see thatPrd= -∕i2∆∣r = (gz(^))2(⅜)2+P(√,⅛¼')-2g(‰)Q(√,⅛I>√)

+O(t∕2(⅛P^)2)+O(∕1)⅛Pjz+O(⅛2),so that the operator is elliptic in both the semi-classical and the usual sense.For yn so small that g(yn)-y∏ exp(i∣π), we get-⅛2Δ∣r==e-2-∕3((⅛)2+2ynQ(√,⅛Dyz))+jR(√,⅛¾,) +O(y2(ΛZ),∕)2)+O(Λ)Λ¾+O(∕ι2).We finally notice that if pr denotes the principal symbol of P=Pr, then pr takes its values in the closed lower half plane and for every <5>0 there exists ε>0 such that
yn≥δ => ε<-axgpr(y,η)<π-ε.We also recall from Sect. 2 of [13] (partly based on Sect. 3 and Sect. 2 of [10] and [11] respectively) the contents of the following

Lemma 2.2. The poles of the meromorphic continuation of (—Δ-λ2)-1 in 0<—argλ<0∕C are given (with multiplicities) by the square roots of the complex 
eigenvalues in 0<— argz<20∣C of the Dirichlet realization of —∆∣r, provided C is 
taken large enough.
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3. Some facts about the FBI transformWe will now review some basic facts about the FBI transform or rather its simpler version, the Bargmann transform. Our presentation is motivated by the general theory [7] and the discussion of Bargmann transforms in [8] (see [5, Sect. 6]). Although in the application here we will only use one phase function φ(z,x) = Ii{z-a;)2, it is instructive to proceed in this greater generality.Thus, let φ(z, x) be a quadratic form on Cm × Cm satisfying<3-1> lmS>>0∙ det⅛S≠0∙

We define T=Tψjl on <S(Rm) by(3.2) Tu(z) = cφh~3m∕2 y eiφ^χVhu(x)dx, zeCm,

cφ = 2_m/27r_3m/41 det(Im ∂2xφ) ∣ ~1/41 det ∂xzφ∖.Some basic motivation comes from the standard observation that for φ=i⅜(z-x)2 
cym∕⅛(3.3) Tu{z) = /2/l-iImzReï/ftTr(e-( -Rez) ∕2Sz)(-Imz∕⅛),

where F∙.v(x)*→ f v(x)e~vx^ dx is the Fourier transform on Rn.We now define the weight(3.4) Φ(z)= max — Im<∕>(z,τ),
and the corresponding L2-space, L∣, with the measure e~2φ(z^hC(dz), where £(dz) is the Euclidean measure on Cm.In the special case of φ=i⅛(z-x')2 we have Φ(z) = ∣(Imz)2 and (3.3) shows that T extends to an isometry(3.5) T: L2(Rm) -→ L∣(Cm),and for the case of any φ satisfying (3.1) we refer to Proposition 6.1 of [5]. In what follows ∣∣ , ∣∣, (,, , ) and ∣∣ ∙ ||$, ( ∙, ∙ )$ will denote the norms in the source and target spaces in (3.5) respectively.The same definitions apply if we consider vector valued functions. Thus for a Hilbert space H we start with 5(Rm,W) and obtain an isometryT: L2 (Rrn, ft) -→ 4(Cm, H), 
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where we have the obvious norms:ll⅛(R">,∙H) = ∕ h(*)llw<fc> Ml∣(C">,¾) = y ∣∣w(z)∣⅛e-2φzftdRezdIm^.
In our applications we will take m—n— 1 and W=L2([0, oo)). Thus we will either discuss the scalar case (when the vector valued extension is clear) or that specific case.For the main part of the proof of Theorems 1 and 4 in Sect. 5 we will need the following proposition (motivated by Theorems 1.2 and 2.2 of [9], see also [2]) which for notational simpliticity we state and prove for the phase i⅛(x-z)2 only. It describes the intertwining properties of T on L2(Rn^1, L2([0, ∞))), in a way sufficient for our purposes. Let Cboc(Rn) be the space of smooth functions on Rn that are bounded with all derivatives, and define Cξo (Rn~1 × [0, ∞[) similarly.

Proposition 3.1. If A(x,hD) is a second order operator on Rn-1×[0, ∞) 
with coefficients in C,∞(Rn~1 × [0, ∞)), then for u∈Co°(Rn~1 × [0, ∞))∣∣A(x, ⅛L>)u∣∣2 = ||A(Rez,zn; -Imz, frjDxn)7⅛∣∣φ(3∙6) +O(⅛)(∣∣(⅛Zλtn)2lM2φ+ ∣∣(l+∣Im^∣)^n^∣∣i + ∣∣(l+∣Imz∣2)Tu∣∣2φ),
where T is given by (3.2) with φ(z,x)=i⅛(z-xf2.

Proof. It will be clear from the discussion below that we can neglect the xn variable. We will first consider B(xf,hDx'), a differential operator of order p with coefficients in C0oc (Rn~1). We claim that for u, ,υ∈C'θo(Rn-1 × [0, ∞))
{B(xf, hDx> )tf, v) = (B(Re z<i — Im z)Tu^ Tv)$(3.7) +(9(⅛)∣∣(1÷∣ Imz∣pι)Tu∣∣φ∣∣(l÷∣ Imz∣)p2T^∣∣φ,

Pi ∈N0, P1+P2=P∙Proceeding inductively on p=∣α∣ we only need to considerB(√, hDx>) = ffiDx^a(xf){hDχf)a∖ ∣αi∣ =pi,so that (B(√, hDx>)u, v) = {a(x')(hDxf)aιu, (hB>x'Y*2v}= (T(α(⅛)α¼),T((⅛)α2υ))φ.
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For uι,w2∈C0∞(Rn"1 × [0, ∞)) we have(3.8) (T(αuι), Tu2}φ — (α(Re z)Tuι, Tu2)φ+O(∕1)∣∣Tu1 ∣∣φ ∣∣Tu2 ∣∣φ .In fact, since α∈C^o(Rn-1) we can write

a(x,) =α(Re^) + (√~Re^,αι(a∕,Rez)), αι ∈ Qχ,(Rn~1 ×Rn^∖ Rn~1),and thus we need to estimate(T(( ∙ — Rez, αι( ∙, Re^))uι),Tu2)φ(3.9) = (^γ'⅛)⅛-T)72 ∕∕∕ e-^-^^∣h{x'-^z,ai(x',^z')}

×Uι(a∕, xn)u2(x,, xn) dRe z dxf dxn,where we used (3.3) and the Plancherel formula. Since
(x,-Rez) exp(-(√—Re z)2∕h) = ∕iVrθz∣ exp(-(x,-Rez)2∕h),we can integrate by parts so that the dRe^ integral is O(h) uniformly in xf and 

xn. Hence the left hand side of (3.9) is estimated by O(h)∖∖Tu1 ∣∣φ∣∣Tu2∣∣φ∙ To see that (3.7) follows from (3.8) we observe that
T((hDx,)βυ1) = (hDz)0Tv1and that for ∣α∣ = l

{b{Rez){hDz)aTv1,Tυ2)φ = {[{-hDz-Imz)a(b(Rez^]Tυ1,Tυ2}φ, 
vieC^, beC^,which follows from integration by parts using

(—hDz)a exp(-(Imz)2∕⅛) = (— Imz)α exp(-(Im2)2∕Λ,)and (—hDz)aTv2(z)≡O as Tv2 is holomorphic.We conclude the proof by deriving (3.6) from (3.7). For that let us write
A = Aq {hDxn )2 ÷ Aι (hDXn ) ÷ A2,where Λ√s are of the same form as B above (with some irrelevant dependence on 

xn), with p=i. Then∣∣Au∣∣2 = {A*0A0{hDxn)2u, (hDxn)2u}+2Re(A↑A0(hDxn)2u, hDxnu}

+ {A↑AγhDxnu, hDxnu)+2'Re(A2A0(hDxn)2u, u}4~2 m,6∣A2AιhDχnU) u∣ H- (A2A2U, u), 
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where A*’s are the formal adjoints. We can now apply (3.7) to each individual term, taking p⅛ ≤2. □As is well known and as is also indicated by the proposition above, the behaviour of the FBI transform (3.2), φ=i⅛(x-z)2, at z reflects the microlocal behaviour of u at (Re2, — Im^)∈T*Rm. Hence in Sect. 5 we shall use the notation

2 ________Γ(x)rj∕∣—>ξ = -∂xΦ(x)+iC(x~y), C>l.

z = xf-iξ'.In the remainder of the section we shall review some facts needed in Sect. 6 for the proof of Theorem 2. In doing this we will allow any phase φ satisfying (3.1). To such φ and the corresponding T we associate a linear canonical transformation (with respect to the complex symplectic forms ∑"L1 dξj∕∖dxj and ∑27=ι dζj∕∖dzj)∙.(3.10) χφι T*Cm -→ T*Cm, (z, -∂xφ(x, 2)) ∏→ (z, ∂zφ(x, z)).We can then quote from [7], [8] (see also Proposition 6.2 of [5]):
Lemma 3.1. The quadratic form Φ(z) given by (3.4) is strictly pluri-subhar

monic (that is, strictly subharmonic on any complex line in Crn), and the canonical 
transformation χφ is a bijection ofT*^R,m ontoΛφ = {(z, -2⅛Φ(z)) :z ∈ Cm},
which is a totally real submanifold ofT*Crn, Lagrangian with respect to the sym
plectic form Im∑JL1 dζjf∖dzj (that is, I-Lagrangian).Since Tu(z) is clearly holomorphic, the closed subspace of the holomorphic elements of Lφ(Cm), Hφ(Crn), makes a natural appearance. We will now follow [8] and give a well-known expression for the kernel of the orthogonal projectionΠιL∣(Cm)—>Hφ(Cm).Let Ψ(^r, y) be the unique holomorphic quadratic form on Cm × Cm such that Φ(z) = Ψ(z,τ) (in the special case, Φ(rr) = ∣(Imx)2, ⅛(x,y) = -⅛(x-y)2). We will use it to deform the contour in the following representation of identity in Hφ(Cm)∖

3.11
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This can be seen by introducing polar coordinates at x, the mean value theorem for holomorphic functions and an evaluation of a Gaussian integral—the absolute convergence is guaranteed by(3-12) Re(2¾Φ(τ)(x-y)+Φ(y)-Φ(τ)-C∣x-y∣2) ≤ -∣rr-y∣2,if C is large enough. We want to change (3.11) to obtain a kernel giving a self-adjoint operator on L∣. For that we use Φ and make a change of variables θ^→ξ,.

fit 22(Ψ(z, 0)-Φ(j∕, 0)) = i(x-y)ξ, -± = →"r

Putting θ-y we obtain another ‘good contour’ (compare (3.12)):
(3.13) Re(2Φ(x,y)-2Φ(y,j∕))+Φ(j∕)-Φ(z) = - 02Φ ------ ∖
Thus, for ιz∈7⅞(Cm)

(3∙14) u(rr) = (2πλ)τλ (I) det φχ3∕ yy e2φ^vMy)e 2φωzh⅜⅜ = ∏κThe operator ∏ is defined for any u∈Lφ(Crn) and gives an element of H⅛(Cm). Since it is self-adjoint and equal to the identity on 7⅞>, it must be equal to ∏. The inequality (3.13) shows that the reduced kernel of ∏, e~φ∕⅛φ∕h is smooth and 
O(h~rn)e~∖χ~y∖2∕ch. Thus for any compact KcC, lχ∏ and ∏l∫< are of trace class. From this observation we will pass to traces of Toeplitz operators.For Q∈T∞mp(Cm) we define the operator

∏Q∏*rKφ(Cm)→tfφ(Cm).Here we consider ∏* as an operator Hφ(Cm)→Lφ(Cm). From the comments above it follows that<z∏∈A(τ4(cm),L∣(cm)), πq∈r1(⅛(cro),πφ(cm)),9π*∈Λ(¾(cm),4(cm)),so that Π⅛Π*∈>Cι(7∕φ(Cm),Hrφ(Cm)), and from the cyclicity of the trace we see that(3.15) t'"∙∏*∏'=⅛^∏=(2⅛(0'" de,φ- ∕∕ g(ιr) dx dx.

For the future reference we shall restate (3.15) in a more elegant form:
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Lemma 3.2. Let ρ∈L∞mp(Cm) and let ∏ be the orthogonal projection 

⅛(Cm)→Hi(Cm). If Aφ={(x,-2i∂xΦ(x))-.xeCm} then (316) *t"∙π5ir=(⅛√L q(x) dx dξ.

The method of the proof of (3.14) can also be used to establish the following basic fact, roughly half of which was already seen in (3.5):
Lemma 3.3. The FBI transform (3.2) is unitary as a map

T: L2(Rm)→7⅞>(Cm).We will now review briefly the Weyl quantization in the usual and settings: ¾0(T*Rm) 9 b bw(x, hDx) ∈ OpwS00 05θ 0(Λφ) 9 α I—→ a%(z, hDz) ∈ Op^S00 0where Sθ0(R2m) is the class of symbols satisfying the estimates ∖∂^∂^a(x,ξ)∖<Caβ. The operators are initially defined for α∈5(Λφ) and beS(T*TUn)∖(3.17)
b^x,hDx)u=-^±^ ∣∣e^-y^∕hb^x+yYξ)u(y)dydξ,(3.18)
al(z,hDz)υ = '^π^m ∣∣ ( e1(z_w’c>/ha(|fy+w), ζ)υ(w) dζdw, 

ιz∈L2(Rm), ,υ∈7∕φ(Cm), and where Γq(z) is an integration contour in C2m: w∣→ ζ=-2i0zΦ(∣(z+w)).The oscillatory behaviour of the exponential when z≠w, the non-degeneracy of ∂⅛Φ (Lemma 3.1), and an integration by parts based on
∂ (ot< ∖dκ(z+wW fni ∖d^(z+wWs ∖ ∂2φ )J=eχpfy2-a'>½φ(-)fz~w^ ∙ 

allow a definition of αφ(^, hDz) for any a∈Sθ 0(Λφ) and give
Proposition 3.2. For a∈Sθ0(Aφ) the Weyl quantization (3.18) defines an 

operator
a%(z, hDz↑. tfφ(Cm) -→ ffφ(Crn).We can now apply the method of Theorem 18.5.9 of [4], first for α∈5 and then by approximation for α∈Sθ0, to obtain
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Proposition 3.3. The FBI transform (3.2) gives a one-to-one correspondence 

between OpwSθ0 and OpφSθ 0:
T~1°aφ(z,hDz)oT=(aoχφ')w(x,hDx), α∈S000(Λφ).As an immediate corollary of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain the well-known boundedness of the elements of OpwSθ 0 on L2(Rm). Our goal here is the following

Theorem 3. If a∈S^0(Λφ) then

a⅛(z, hDz)-a(z, -2i∂zΦ(z)) = O(Λ1∕2). Hφ(Cm') -→ ∑i(Cm).

Consequently, z∕ 6∈Sθ0(71*Rm) then

T^bw{x,hDx)-a{z, -2i∂zΦ{z))T = O(h1^2f. L2(Rm) -→ Lφ{Crn∖ b = a°χφ.

Proof We start from the expression (3.18) where we want to deform the integration contour Γo(z) to a ‘good contour’ in order to obtain an exponentially decaying integrand. To control the error coming from Stokes’s formula we introduce an almost analytic extension of a∈Sθ 0(Λφ) (also denoted by a) with the support in Λφ+Bc2m(0,1) and satisfying(3.19) ∂z,ζa(z, ζ) = O2v(l)dist((z, ζ), Λφ)7v, N ∈ N.We then define a family of contours I\(z): w∣→-2i¾Φ(∣(z÷w)) +it(z-w), 0≤t≤l, and put
A1m(x) = (2~fιyn ( ^z~w'ζ'>fha(^z-1t-w∖ζ')u(w)dζdw.

In this notation aw(z, hDz)u becomes Aqu(z) and we claim that
∣∣A1u-a(z,-2i∂zΦ(z))uH12φ = O(∕i.1∕2)∣∣⅛φ,

M1u-AoU∣∣l2=(9(∕1∞)Mkφ.In fact, since on Γι(z)
Z-{-W∖ ∖ l ∣O -z- / ∖ T ∕ x I ∣2—-— 1,2 —w }-∖z-w∖ =Φ(z)-Φ(w)-|z—w∣ , 

Δ ∕ Ithe reduced kernel, exp(-Φ∕ħ)Aι exp(Φ∕Λ), is O(h~m) exp(-\z—w∖2∕h). By expanding α(∣(2÷w), — 2i¾Φ(∣(z÷w))) in Taylor series around w=z we similarly see 
Re(z(z-w, ζ)) =Re
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that the reduced kernel of A1 -a(z, -2i∂zΦ(z)) is O(h^m)∣z-w∣ exp(-∣z-w∖2∕h) 
=O(Jτ,1∕2)h~~m exp(-\z—w∖2∕2h), so that the first part of (3.20) follows from Schur’s lemma (see for instance Lemma 18.1.12 in [4]).

4. Estimates for localized ordinary differential operatorsThe purpose of this section is to provide lower bounds for ordinary differential operators arising by freezing (y' 1η,)eT*∂O in (2.15) and considering it as an operator on [0, ∞). We start by discussing the Dirichlet realization of (hDt)2+t on [0, ∞). Since τ2+t→∞ as ∣τ∣, t→∞, its resolvent is compact and the spectrum discrete. By a simple scaling argument (putting t=h2^s) we see that the eigenvalues are of the form ζj∙⅛2∕3, O<ζ1<ζ2<∙∙∙5 where ζ∕s are the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet realization of Z)2+s on [0,00):(Ds -J-s)Az(s--ζj) = (tjAi(s-ζj), Ai(-ζj) = 0, (4'1) Az(s) = ^- [ ei^3∕^+iσsdσ.2π √Imσ=<5>0

To obtain the second part we apply Stokes’s formula:
A1u(z)-A0u(z) = (2π^τn dwtζ(elt'z~w∙ζ^ha(^z+w),ζ)u(w) dwK dζ)

where Ω=∣jJ≡0Γt is parametrized by w∈Cm and t∈[0,1]. Thus,
dwj ΛdwΛdζ∣Ω, dζj ∕∖dw∕∖dζ∖^ — O(∖z-w∖)C(dw) dt.The almost analyticity of a guarantees that on Γ⅛,<‰χα(∣(z÷w), ζ^) = Ojy(t7v∣z-w∣7v), for any 7V∈N.Hence we can write A↑-Ao=f^ Bt dt, where the reduced kernel of Bt is O(Λ^m)β~t∣z~w∣2¾^∣^-w∣7v+1 — (9(Δ-m+(7v+1)∕2⅛(7v~1^∕2)e~t∣2^w∣2∕2zι.Schur’s lemma shows that the Lφ→L^ norm of Bt is O(Λ^+1)∕⅜(7v~1)∕2^^m), from which the second part of (3.20) follows. This completes the proof of the theorem as the first part is immediate from (3.20) while the second one follows from Proposition 3.2. □
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If N(jj>, h)=N(μh~2∕3,1) is the number of eigenvalues less than μ, then the semi- classical Weyl law or the well-known asymptotics of the zeros of Airy functions show that N(μ, h) = (2∕3π)h^^1μ3∕2(l÷o(l)).The spectral theorem gives the following trivial lower bound(4.2) (((⅛A)2+i)u,u) >∕z∣∣u∣∣2-(μ-ζι∕l2^3)+(ΠμU, ∏μu>,t1∈Co∞([O,∞)), u(0) = 0,where ∏μ∙. L2([0, ∞))→L2([0, ∞)) denotes the orthogonal projection onto the space spanned by the first N=N(μ,h) eigenvalues of (∕ιDt)2+t.The motivating operator (2.15) contains additional terms—to control them we start by studying the stability of (4.2) with the potential t in the left hand side replaced by a potential min(t, flRμ) with R>c2. To do that we shall first review exponentially weighted estimates on the eigenfunctions. That can be done using asymptotic expansions of the Airy functions (4.1) but we prefer a direct approach in the spirit of Lithner-Agmon estimates.Recall that if P=—ħ2Δ÷V(x) on Ω and (P—λ)u=0, then under reasonable assumptions (which will be satisfied below), we have(4.3) /i2||V(e^MH2L2(n)+^(VW-A-|V^)|2)e2^/ft|W(a;)|2^ = 0.
In our case Ω=[0, ∞), P=hD2+t and λ∈(0, μ] is an eigenvalue with u the corresponding normalized eigenfunction. We then define φ(t) depending on μ but not on A by 
(4∙4) θ,

<∕>(i) = <

φ(Rμ),

0≤t≤μ, 
μ ≤ t ≤ Rμ, 
Rμ<t.In (4.3) this gives ∕∙μ pRμ

h2∖∖Dt(eφ''hu)∖∖2+ I (i-A)∣u(i)∣2<ft+∕ (μ-λ)e2φWh∖u(t)∖2dt
Jo jμ∕*∞+e2≠(Λμ)∕ħ ∕ (i-A)∣w(t)∣2 dt = O,

J Rμwhich implies
∕>∞ pμ rμ

e2φ(Rμ)∕h ∕ (t-A)∣u(t)∣2 dt< ∕ (λ-t)∖u(t)∖2 dt < μ ∕ ∖u(t)∖2dt<μ. 
J Rμ Jθ Jθ
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Since t—λ>(R-l)μ on [Rμ,oo) and <∕>(Λμ) = ∣(jR-l)3∕2μ3∕2 we obtain from this 
(4∙δ) II⅛,im ≤ 72=^(≡∕3∣<'≈-.>∙'i<∙∙'-∕'.
for any eigenfunction u of (hDt)2+t with an eigenvalue λ∈(0, μ]. This is crucial for 

Lemma 4.1. If μ<l and R>2 then for u∈C'qo([0, ∞)), u(0)=0(4.6) (((ΛP⅛)2+min(^, 2Rμ))u, u)≥M(l-0(^))ll^l∣2 + ^-1M∣X1Uil2-(μ-ζ1Λ2z3)+∣∣πμιtll2, 
where ∏μ, ζi are as in (4.2) and χ1 eCoo((Rμ, 00); [0,1]), χι≡l fort>2Rμ, χι=0 
for t close to Rμ.

Proof. We take χ1 with the properties in the statement of the lemma and in addition such that
l-χ21=X%, χo∈C'∞((-∞,2Λμ)5[01l]), ∂aχj =Oa{(Rμ)~a).It then follows that ∕ ∕ k ∖2∖ Xo[λo,(⅛A)2]+xι[λι,(⅛A)2] = -(λo(⅛A)2(xo)+λι(⅛A)2(λι))-θ((^)), 

from which we get(((⅛Pt)2+min(t, 2Rμf)u, u} ∕ ∕ 7 ∖2∖≥ <((⅛A)2+¾ow,Xoω)+^μ∣∣χιu∣∣2-C>((-) )∣∣ω∣∣2.
Combining this with (4.2) we obtain(4.7) (((∕zZ⅛)2+min(⅛, 2Rμ))u, u)∕ ∕ h2 ∖ ∖≥μ(i-θ(-^3))∣∣w∣∣2+(Λ-iMχιw∣∣2-(μ-Cι∕l2z3)+∣∣∏μ^∣l2.
This is almost (4.6)—we only need to see that the last term can be replaced by -(μ-ζ1fc2∕3)+HΠ μu∣∣2, that is we have to estimate ∣∣∏μ(l-χo)^∣∣2∙ Let us write

2V(μ,h)∏μω= <u>ej)¾' ∣>A)2+i)e7 =λ7ej, e√0) = 0∙j=l
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Then N(μ,h) N(μ,h)

∣∣∏μ(l-XoM2≤ £ ∣<u, (l-χo)ej∙)∣2≤ ∣∣u∣∣2 £ ∣∣(l-χo)βj∣∣2, 
j=ι j=iso that, using (4.5)

∕ 3/2 ∖1∕2
< CI μ 1 -(3/2)(#-l)3/V/2/h
- ∖h{R-l)J

____________O(R-1)5∕4 h 
(R-iy∕2μ3∕2 for any Μ. Taking M=2 we obtain (4.6). □When we restrict the support of u to a fixed interval and optimize the parameters we get

Lemma 4.2. For L>0, O<∕ι<⅛o(L) and O<μ<μo(L) the following estimate 
holds uniformly for iz∈C'qo([0, (2L)-1]), u(0)=0i (4 8) (((∕ιDt)2÷⅛)'iqu) ≥ μ^l-0(1) max^μL, ∣∣1z∣∣2

-(μ-ζ1L2∕3)+∣∣Πμu∣∣2+L∣∣^∣∣2.
Proof Writing T=2Rμ, we observe that (4.6) implies that for T>⅛μ (this reflects the condition that R>2), some C>0 and any u∈Crθo([0,α[), u(0)=0, 

{((hDt)2÷t)u,u) ≥μ(l-Cμ~1h2T~2 — <$)∣∣zz∣∣2
(4’9) -(μ-ζ1h2∕3)+∖∖TLμu∖∖2+L∖∖tu∖∖2,provided that

Lt2-μδ<0 ifO≤t≤T,(4.10)
v Lt2-μδ+T<t iiT<t<a.We choose α=(2L)~1 and require that T≤(2L)-1. Then (4.10) follows if we have the last inequality of (4.10) satisfied at the end points t=T, t=(2L)~1ι LT2<μδ, 
T— (4L)-1≤μ<5, we choose <5=μ-1 max(LT2,T-(4L)-1). Remembering also that 
T=2Rμ1 R>2, it is enough to restrict T to the interval 4μ≤T≤(2L)-1. Assuming that μ and h are sufficiently small depending on L, we can then take T=max(C1∕4L-1∕4∕z1∕2,4μ) and get δ=μ~1LT2, and

δ+Cμ~1T~2h~2 = 0(1) max(μ-1L1∕2Λ, Lμ). □We still need to control more terms and for that we have
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Lemma 4.3. For u∈Cθo([0, ∞)) withu(ty=0(4.ιi) √g⅛v3II⅛Au∣∣ ≤ ∣∣((⅛nt)2+i)w∣∣,(4.i2) ∣∣(Wλ)Ml ≤ ∣∣((⅛A)2+t)ω∣∣.
Proof. For u in the statement of the lemma we have∣K(^A)2+⅜∣∣2 = ll(^A)2^∣∣2÷∣∣^ll2÷2Re(^, (⅛A)¼where the last term is equal to

2Re{hDt(fu), hDtu) = 2Re(thDtu1 hDtu)-↑-hRe -(u, hDtu) — 2∖∖t1∕2hDtu∖∖2.Hence (4.12) follows. To get (4.11) we observe thatI∣w∣I≤(Ci⅛2z3)-1II((⅛A)2+⅜∣∣,so that, by (4.12)∣∣WM∣2 = ((hDt)2u. u) < {ζιh2^r11∣((hDt)2+t)u∣∣2,which is (4.11). □To motivate the proof of the main result of this section let us now consider the model scaled operator e-27r^3((ΛPt)2+t). Let ω0-Reωo÷zro satisfy 0<argcoo<∣π and let μ>h2^∕C be close to 0. Then for u∈Cθo([0, (CL)-1]), L, C^>l, 'u(0)=0, we have(4 13) IKe_2^/3(C^)2+É)-^o)^ll2 = l^ol2ll^ll2+ll((^)2+O'«ll2+2Re(-e-2πi∕3ω0)(((∕ιnt)2+i)ω,u).Since Re(-e-2π√¾0) = ∣ω0∣ cos(∣π-argω0) >0, the combination of (4.13) and (4.8) gives for ∕i<Λq(L) and u same as above(4.14) ∣∣(e-2→3((hA)2+t)-ωo)ω∣∣2≥(∣ωo-e-2πi∕3μ∣2-0(l)max(√Z7l,Lμ2))∣∣w∣∣2-2Re(-e-2¾0)(μ-ζ1h2∕3)+∣∣Πμu∣∣2 +L∣∣tu∣∣2+∣∣((⅛Z)t)2+t)u∣∣2,where we also used ∣ωo-e~2π2∕3μ∣2 = ∣ωo∣2+2Re(-μe-2πι∕3ωo) + Φ(μ2).We will now proceed to the main result of this section:
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose that a second order ordinary differential operator 

P on [0, ∞) satisfies(4.15) P = e-27ri∕3((hDt)2+t)+O(h)hDt+O(h+h1^t+t2).

If L>0 is sufficiently large and h>0, μ≥0 are sufficiently small depending on L, 
then for cjq∈C. O<argω,o<∣7r and n∈C∞([0, (CL)-1)), u(0)=0.,(4∙16)II(F-ω0)ω∣∣2 ≥ (∣ω0-e~2π,-z3μ∣2-O(l) max(√∑¼ μ2L))∣∣u∣∣2 + ⅜-L∣∣tu∣∣2 -2Re(-e-2-∕⅛o)(μ-ζ1Λ2∕3)+∣∣Πμω∣∣2 + i∣∣((ΛPt)2+i)u∣∣2.
Here ∏μ is the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspaces corresponding to the in
tersection σ((AD⅛)2+t)∩(-∞, μ).

Proof. Since h1∕2t=O(t2 +h) we can neglect that term in (4.15). Thus, to apply (4.14) and Lemma 4.3 we first estimate the left hand side of (4.16) from below by
∖∖(e-2π^∖(hDt)2+t)-ω0-)u∖∖2-((O(h)hDt+O(h+t2))u, (hDt)2u) 

-((j9(Jτ)hDt+O(h+t2)t)u,u)-{O(h)hDtu,O(h)hDtu).The last three terms are bounded from below by-0(1) [ft∣∣WM∣ II (hDt)2u∖∖ +7ι∣∣u∣∣ ∣∣(∕ιDf )2ω∣∣+∣∣i2u∣∣ ∣∣ (7i-Dt)2w∣∣ +∕ι∣∣ hDtu∖∖ ∣∣u∣∣+∕ι∣∣u∣∣2 + ∣∣iu∣∣2+h21∣ ∕ιZ)tw∣∣2]≥-O(l) ∕ι2∕3(⅛1∕3∣∣∕ιOtιz∣∣)2+∕l2∕3∣∣(⅛A)2w∣∣2+Zι∣∣w∣∣2+⅛∣∣(⅛nt)2u∣∣2+ yll^ll2+2^ll(^A)2w||2+/i1/3(/z1/3||/intw||)2+/ï||«||2+||iu||2 ,
which by Lemma 4.3 is bounded from below by~0(1) f ^^÷Λ1∕3÷2Λ2∕3÷∕z^ ∣∣((∕zD⅛)2+^)w∣∣2÷2Λ∣∣u∣∣2÷ f —+ 1^ ∣∣M∣2
By taking M sufficiently large and then L^>M this estimate combined with (4.14) gives (4.16) provided h is sufficiently small depending on L. □It is clear that (hDt)2+t in (4.15) can be replaced by (hDt)2-∖-Qt where Qel with I a compact subset of (0,∞). The projection ∏μ is then to be replaced by the spectral projections associated to σ((Λ2⅛)2÷Q⅛)∩(-∞,μ). All the estimates remain uniform for Q∈I.
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5. Lower bounds for P — ω0As already indicated in Sect. 3 we want to freeze (y' ,ηf)ζT*∂O in (2.15) and to apply Proposition 4.1 to the resulting ordinary differential operator.Let Ω C ∂O be a neighbourhood of a fixed point ∈ ∂O near which we consider coordinates such that (2.15) holds. Consequently for P=—h2∆∣r

P(xf,xn-,ξl,hDxn)=e-2iπ∕3^hDxn)2+2xnQ(x,,ξ,))

+R(x',ξ,)+O(x2n+h)(ξ'}2+O(h)hDxn,where we identify Ω with a subset of Rn~1 so that (τ', ξ,) ∈T*R,n^1, and xn is small enough so that g(xn)=xneτn∕3 (see (2.14)). For a fixed in the first quadrant, we want to obtain lower bounds (positive except for a finite rank contribution) on (P—c√o)*(F-α>o). In view of Lemma 2.2 we can start with the corresponding differential operator obtained from (5.1). The estimate in the critical region 1∕C< ∣ξ, I <C is provided by
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that ωo∈C, Rec<Jo, Imc<Jo>θ and ∣ Reω,o~P(P,ξ,)∣ is 

sufficiently small, L is large enough and O<h<tiQ. Then for μ close to 0 and any υ∈C∞([0, (C,L)-1)), ι>(0)=0,
∖∖(P(x',t,ξ',hDt)-ω0)v∖∖2> (∣ω0-,R(a∕,ξ')-e~2"r∕3μ∣2-O(l)max{√Z∕z,μ2})∣∣w∣∣2— 2Re(-e-2iπ∕3(ω0--R(a∕,ξ,)))(μ-ζ1(aΛξ,)fo2∕3)+∣∣∏(a√,ξ',μ)i,∣∣2+ l∣∣((∕lA)2+2^(√,ξ')M∣2 + iL∣∣to∣∣2,

where ∣∣ ∙ ∣∣ is the L2-norm on [0, ∞), ∏(a√,ξ',μ) is the orthogonal projection associ
ated to σ((hP⅛)2÷2tQ(P,ξ,))∩(-∞,μ) and ζi(τ', ξ,)=ζι(2Q(P, ξ,))2∕3 is the first 
eigenvalue of D2 -∖-2tQ(xf, ξ,).

Proof The bound (5.2) follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 and (5.1) once ω0 in (4.16) is replaced by ωo~R(x,,ξ'). The size condition on ∣Reω0~ P(P,ξ')∣ guarantees that 0<arg(ωo-P)< jτr, so that 2Re(-e^~2z7r∕3(ω0 —P))>0. The uniformity of the constants follows from the ellipticity of Q and R and the bound Reωo~c≤R(P,ξ')≤c+Reωo∙ □In the ‘easy’ region, the estimate is immediate:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that ⅝∈C. Reω0, γq- Imc⅜>0 and that(5∙3) ∣R(√,ξ')-ωo∣ >c+ro, c>0.
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Then for L large enough, h sufficiently small, and w∈Cqo([0, (CL) 1)), v(0)=0,/ i \2 1(5.4) ∣∣(F(√,t,ξUA)-^o>∣∣2≥ ^o + -J ∣^∣∣2+-(∣∣(^)%∣∣2÷(ξ')4^ll2).

Proof. In place of Proposition 4.1 we use the following elementary inequality (α∈R)r ∣∣(e-2iπ∕3(⅛A)2+o-^oM∣2 = ∣∣(⅛A)2v∣∣2 + (r02+a2)∣∣w∣∣2
+2B,e(e-2i^3(a+ir0))((hDt)2v,υ}≥ (l-sin(∣τr))∣∣(7⅛A)M2+ (rθ+α2(l-sin(∣π)))∣∣v∣∣2,which holds since ∕7Γ∖ ∕ 1 ∖2Re(e_2î7r/3(a+zr0))((hDt)2u,u) ≥ -αsin(-J (-∣∣(hDt)2u∣∣2+α∣H∣2 V

We then put a=R(x', ξ,)-Rθωo so that in view of (5.3) ∣α∣ ≥C~1 (ξ,)2. Hence for 
L sufficiently large and h sufficiently small

W^t + t2 + h){ξγ + O(h)hDt)v∖∖2 ≤ +so that (5.4) with yet another constant C follows from (5.1). □Using the term O(th1∕2) in (4.15), the lower bound given in Proposition 4.1 allows us to vary (F, ξ') in the left hand side of (5.2) within the distance h1∕2. More precisely, let us fix (F,ξ'), F∈Ω, 1/C<∣ξ,∣<C. For μ>0 and ε>0 small, we define μ(√,ξ,)≥0by(5.5) inf ∣ωo~-RQ∕,√)-e~2i7r∕3μ(a∕,ξ')l =γo+Λ, ro=Imωo,
∖(yf ,ξ')l≤εh1∕2with the convention that μ=0 ifinf ∖ω0-R(y,,η,)∖ ≥r0+μ.

∖(y' ,η')-(χ' ,ξ')∖<εhP2We notice that <¾(∣ω0-R(y'ιrlf)~β~2r7r∕3μ∣2)=2μ+2Re(-e~227r∕3(ω0--R))>0 if C is chosen as in Lemma 5.1. Hence, ffi→∖ωQ-R(yf, r∩ — β~2*π∕3μ∣ is an increasing function of μ>0 and the definition makes sense, μ(F, ξ,)=O(max(h2∕3, μ)).We also observe that for ∣ (F, ξ,) — (y', ηf) ∣ <εhf∣2

P(y,, t, √, hDif) = (F(√, t, ξ', hDt)-R{xf, ξf}}+R{yt, ηf)

Pθ(hγ^){tphpO{h)hDt).Hence, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we obtain
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Lemma 5.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 and for

μ = max(ζι (x'1 ξ')h2∕3, μ(x, 1 ξ'))
with μ given by (5.5) we have for ∖(yf,τ∩-(xf,ξ')∣<εh1∕2 and u∈Cθo([0, (CL)~1)), v(0)=0,(5-6)II(P(,y', t', η,, hDt) -ω0)v∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+μ)2 -0(1) max(√L h, μ2L)) ∣∣w∣∣2 -O(μ)∣∣Π^jξ,j^∣∣2 + l∣∣((∕lPt)2+2^(√,ξ'))υ∣∣2. □

The advantage we gained is in having a fixed projection ∏a√5ξ∕,μ for varying (τ∕',77,) in P as long as they remain in an εhf∣2 neighbourhood of (x,,ξ')∙ We will now follow Sect. 3 of [9] and introduce finite rank operators associated to partitions of unity.Let ¾cΩ×Rn^1 be the compact set
(5.7) Kςι = {(x,, ξ') ∈ ΩxRn^1 : μ(√, ξ') ≥ ζ1(x', ξ,)hV3}

where μ is defined by (5.5). We observe that μ>0 implies ∣c√o-R(x', ξ,)∣ ≤Λ)÷μ and hence ∣ Reω0-B(x,,ξ,)∣<μ1∕2(2r0÷μ)1∕2, and finally
(5.8) VOlR2(n-l)(ÄO) = ö(^1/2).
Let us assume that Kq can be covered by M=M(Kςι,εh1∕2) balls B((x',ξ')!ε∕ι1∕2). We then choose a partition of K:

M
Kq = U Kj, Kj∩Kk = <b, j≠ k, Kj C ∙B((⅛., ξ'), εħ1∕2), (z', ξ') ∈ Kj. 

3=^We note that (5.6) holds precisely for (y',τ∩eKj and (#', ξ') = (#'., ξj) in the right hand side. Motivated by this we define a modified projection operator for (a√,ξ,)∈ T*Ωι fθ if(√,ξ')⅛(5’9) 1⅛)= π if√e∕^I -*--*-(≈pξpΛ) 1* ∖x >ζ )With this notation we can state:
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Proposition 5.1. Suppose that ueCogsatisfiessupp it C Ω× [0, (CL)~1), u∖∂o = 0,

where L is sufficiently large, Ω is a sufficiently small open subset of ∂O and we use 
the coordinates (2.3) near Ω. Then for h2∕3∕C<μ<l∕C, ωo∈C, O<Imωo<l∕C, 
and 0<h<ho(Lfi(5.10) ∣∣(P-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+μ)2-O(l) max(μ2L, √L⅛))∣∣u∣∣2-O(μ)∣∣ΠT⅛∣∣φ,
where T is given by (3.2), z=xf-iξ, and

∏u(x', ξ'; xn) ⅛f (‰ξ,) (u(√, ξ', ∙ )))(xn).
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.1 with A=P-ωo (since suppw is compact, the coefficients of P—c√q are effectively C£°):(5 11) ll(F-ωoM2-∣∣(F(√,Xniξ',⅛¾n)-ωo)Tω∣∣2φ+θ(∕l)(∣∣(⅛nκj2Tu∣∣2+∣∣(i+∣ξ'∣2)Tu∣∣2),where, as Tu∖xn=o=O, we simplified (3.6) by interpolation.Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 4.3 show that

∖(P(x,, xn; ξ', hDxn)-ω0yΓu(x',ξ,, xn)∖2 dxn

is bounded from below by
((r0+μ)2-O(l) max ∖Tu(x,,ξ',xn)∖2 dxn

Γ°o 1 ∕*∞-O(μ) J ∣∏(x,tξ,yTu(x' ,ξ' ,zn)∣2 dxn + -∕ ∖(hDxJ2Tu(xl,ξ',xn)∖2dxn,

if ∣L(xz,ξ,)-Reωo∣<c, and by1 ∕ f∞ 1 ∕*∞— ^(ξ')4yθ ∣τn(√,ξ',xn)∣2⅛÷∣yθ ∖(hDxn')2Tu(x,,ξl,xn)∖2 dxn

otherwise. If O<ro÷μ<2∕C for C^>Cι, integration in (xf,ξ') (with the weight function exp(-∣ξ'∣2∕2⅛)), gives (5.10), as the remainder terms in (5.11) can be absorbed into the lower bound. □
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Since the second term on the right hand side of (5.10) is obtained from integration over the finite volume subset of the phase space (of ∂O), K, and ∏(a√,ξ') projects on a finite number of eigenspaces, we would like to replace that term by the square of the norm of a finite rank operator acting on u.We recall from Sect. 3 of [9] that for any ε>0, which is the same as the ε in the construction of the partition {Jfy} of K above, there exists an operator Ξι Lφ(Cn-1)→Lφ(Cn-1) of finite rank less than or equal to M=M(K, εΛ1∕2), satisfying(5.12) ∣∣lκ(Γu-Ξ(Tu(. ,zn)))∣∣φ ≤ Cε∣∣7¼∣∣φ.In fact, by the mean value theorem for holomorphic functions we have for vE 

Hφ(Cn~1)

e^-w)im^∕∖0((^-w)∕ι-ι∕2)∕ι-nr(w)r(dw),
where χo∈C^°(B(0,1)), Jχ0(w) £(dw) = l, χ0(^)=χ(∣^∣) (compare (3.11) where (2π)-n∕2 exp(-fy∣2) is used in place of χo)∙ We then define an operator of rank less than or equal to M(5.13)
Ξv(z) = < 0,∖ ,

z ∈ Kj, Zj — Xj iζj 
z£K.In our case the relevant operator v(z, ⅛)∣→(Ξ(v( ∙, xn)))(z) is not of finite rank. However, it becomes one when composed with the projection II:

υ(z, xn) I—> (n(Rez .lmz)((Ξv)(^, ∙ )))fyn) = (∏Ξv)(z, xn).

The rank of ΠΞ is less than or equal to ∑f1fy7∙, where Nj is the rank of the projection ∏(Rezj∙,-ιm^∙,μ), On thθ other hand by (5.12)∣∣ΠT⅛z-ΠΞ7∖z∣∣φ < ∣∣ljζ(Tu-,Ξ<Tu)∣∣φ ≤ C⅛∣∣T,'zz∣∣φ,and consequently(5.14) ∣∣ΠTu∣∣⅛ ≤ (∣∣Π≡Tu∣∣φ + ∣∣ΠTu-ΠΞ7⅛∣∣φ)2 ≤ ∣∣ΠΞTu∣∣⅛+O(ε)∣∣u∣∣2.We have thus proved the local version of the main result of this section:
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Proposition 5.2. Suppose that h,μ>0 and cjq∈C satisfy

0<h<ho, h2∕3∕C<μ<l∕C, ro = Imωo>O, Reωo > 2(Imωo+μ).
Then for every ε > 0 there exist finite rank operators⅛ L2(Rn∖(9) -→ Li(Cn~1 × [0, ∞))
such that for uECqg(Rn∖(9), u∖oo=Q we have

∕ Q ×(5.15) ∣∣(P-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+μ)2-O(h+μ2 +εμ))∣∏∣2-<9(μ) £ ∣∣≡M∣2 )×p=l ×M(Kp,ε∕ι1∕2)raπkΞ^≤ rank(Πζa,pjξP)),j=ι
where Kp=K^p given by (5.7), ∂O=Up=ι Ωp, Ωp open, and IL^xp^p^ is defined 
by (5.9).

Proof We start by proving (5.15) for u with the support sufficiently close the boundary: suppuC{τιd(rr)<(C'L)~1}. If ∂Ω=Up=1 Ωp where Ωp are open sets which are images of coordinate maps sp=s (see (2.2)), then we choose χp∈ (7∞(^(p∙ [o, ip, suppχpcΩp, ∑p=1 Xp=l∙ We have already seen that (5.15) holds for u replaced by χpu,.∣∣(F-ω0)χpu∣∣2> ((r0+μ)2-<9(l)(Λ-+μ2+εμ))∣∣χpω∣∣2-C,(μ)∣∣ΠΞeTs*χpu∣∣φ, with Ξε=Ξ given by (5.13) and using (5.10) and (5.14). We also used the fact that since a small neighbourhood of Ωp in Rn∖O is identified with Ωp×[0, δ), the χpjs can be considered as functions on Rn∖(9.We now write
Q∣∣(P-ω0)< = ∑∣∣λp(P-ω0M2p—1
Q Q Q≥^∣∣(P-ωo)‰w∣∣2+^∣∣[λp,PM2-2j2∣∣(P-ωo)λpω∣∣∣∣[λp,Pb∣∣ p=l p=l p=l

Q Q Q≥^∣∣(P-α,0)λptt∣∣2-J2∣∣[λp,P]u∣∣2-2^∣∣λp(P-ω0)u∣∣∣∣[λp,PM 
p=l p=l p=l

Q Q≥^∣∣(P-ωo)χpω∣∣2-∑∣∣[χp,P]u∣∣2 p=l p=l

∕ Q ∖1∕2-2∣∣(P-ω0)ω∣∣ m∣[‰P∏2 ∙×p=l ×
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We also have ∣∣ω∣∣2 = ∑p=ι ∣∣χpu∣∣2 so that if we put

≡pε ⅛f Π≡εTs*pχp. L2(Ttn∖O) -→ L2φ(Cn~1 × [0, oo)),then (5.15) follows, once we show that∣∣[λp,F]u∣μθ(h)(∣∣(F-ωoM + ∣∣w∣∣)∙Since ∣∣[χp,F]u∣∣=O(h)(∣∣hI)xnw∣∣÷∣∣hD^u∣∣÷∣∣ιz∣∣), this is immediate from the ellipticity of the Dirichlet problem for P—uq (see the proof of Lemma 5.2).It remains to remove the restriction that the support of u is close to ∂O. For that let ≠0,≠ι∈C'∞(Rn∖C>5 [θ, 1]) satisfy φl^-φl~l, supp0oc{xιd(x)<(CL)^1}, 
φo≡ 1 on {x∖d{x) <(φlCL)~1}. Let μ be small enough so that Im((l÷20)ωo)>ro÷μ, where θ is the same as in the definition of Γ (2.14), P-— ∆∣r∙ We claim that then(5.16) ∣∣(F-ω0)≠ιu∣∣2 > (r0+μ)2∣∣≠ιu∣∣2∙In fact, we can replace P on Γ by — ∆∣p where Γ extends the totally real submanifold ΓcCn∖(9 to a smooth totally real submanifold in Cn. By the construction of Γ and by choosing the extension suitably, we see that the symbol of — ∆∣f takes its values in arg(l÷z0)<-argz<∣π. Hence, inf ∣σ(-∆∣p)-ωo∣>Im((l-H0)ωo) and(5.16) holds if h is small enough. We conclude the argument by writing:∣∣(F-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ £ ∣∣(F-ω0)M∣2-^ ∣∣[≠i,FM2i=l,2 i=l,2-2 52 ιι≠i(p-ωo)u∣ιι∣[≠i>p]u∣ιi=l,2

≥ {(.r0+μ)2-O(h+μ2+εμ)')∖∖φ0u∖∖2
p _

+ (r0+μ)2∣∣≠ιu∣∣2-O(μ) ∑ ∣∣≡Ju∣∣φ
p=l- 52 i∣[^p1m∣i2-2 52 ιι≠i(p-ωo)u∣ιι∣[≠*>pM∙t=l,2 i=l,2By estimating the commutator terms by O(⅛)(∣∣(F-ωo)u∣∣ + ∣∣u∣∣) as before we obtain (5.15). □It is clear that for μ smaller than C~1h2^ a better estimate is possible if C is large enough. Thus we want to find the largest μ for which one gets a positive lower bound.
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose that c√o∈C satisfies O<ro=Imωo<l∕C, Reωo>O 

and that O<h<ho for some sufficiently small ho>Q. Then(5.17) ∣∣(P-ω0)ω∣∣2 ≥ ∣r0+‰in(Reω0)2z3⅛2z3-O(7ι)∣2∣∣u∣∣2,, f z √2∕3(5.18) ‰in = 22∕3cos(∣π)ζι( min Ki(x')) ,
vo ' ∖x'e∂O,i=l,...,n-l ∕

where Kfixf) are the principal curvatures of ∂O at x' and — ζi is the first zero of 
the Airy function (4.1).

Proof Following the arguments in the proof of Proposition 5.1 we only need to consider the critical region ∣R(√, ξ')- Reω0∣ <c and prove the bound on the FBI-transform side:∣∣(P(√, t,ξ',hDt)-ω0)υ∖∖2 ≥ (r0+5min(Rew0)2/3-O(/i))2||n||2,where υ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 (from which we take the notation). If we put μ=ζι(2Q(xf, ξ,))2∕3Λ2∕3 in (5.2) then we see that the minimum of∣ω0-B(√,ξ')-e-2z7r∕3ζ'ι(√,ξ')∕ι2∕3∣2 = ∣Reω0-R(x∖ξ,)÷cos(∣π)ζι(√,ξ,)Λ2∕3∣2
is obtained by taking R(x', ξ,)=Reωo+(9(⅛2∕3) and the minimum of ζι(xf,ξf) with that constraint. Since ζι(xf, ξ')z=ζι(2ζ)(a∕, ξ'))2∕3, Lemma 2.1 gives the minimal value in terms of Smin,.|ro+Smin(Rew0)2/3/ï2/3|2+0(/ï4/3). □

6. Refined estimates near the critical curveWe will now investigate the lower bounds with the parameter μ close to the critical value S'mi∏(Reωo)2∕3∕ι2∕3. In the case of the model ordinary differential operator—the Airy operator—this corresponds to taking ζιh2∕3 <μ<ζ2h2∕3 in (4.2). In the analysis in Sect. 5, μ was replaced by μfx,, ξ,) given by (5.5). Here we will consider a fixed (x',ζ')ET*∂O and determine μ(x',ξ') by the equation(6.1) ∣ωo-R(√,ξ')-e-2"⅜(√,ξ,)∣=ro+μ, with the convention that μ=0 if \R—c<√o∣ ≥Π)÷Λ∙
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Let ex>g(t') be the first normalized positive eigenfuction of (hDt)2+2tQ(x,, ξ,) corresponding to the eigenvalue ζ^ι(x7, ξ')h2^. We also define

so that for ζι(√, ξ')h2∕3<μ<ζ2(aΛ ξ,)^2∕3> we haveI∣IW,^II2 = ∣7ι(^,, ξ,>l2∙Let Ω and u be as in the statement of Proposition 5.1. Then, using (5.2) and the proof of Proposition 5.1 we get with the same notation and for μ(a∕,ξ')< ζ2(√,ξ')h2∕3∣∣(-P-ω0)w∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+μ)2-C,(⅛)-O(μ2))∣∣u∣∣2(6∙2) -[f xι(ξ')9(√,ξ')∣7ι(√,ξ')Tιz(√,ξ')∣2e-^∣2∕ft⅛,rfξ',
J √Ω×R^-1

q(x', ξ') = 2χ2(ξ')2 Re((Λ(√, ξ')-ω0)e-2-∕3)(∕i(√, ξ') -ζ1 (√, ξ')h2∕3)+, with ‰∈Co∞(R-1,[0,l]), ½(ξ')=0 for ∣ξ'∣>2C or ∣ξ'∣<(2C)-1 and ½(ξ') = l for 
C-1<∖ξ'∖<C, χ2χ1=χ1.We shall reexamine, in a more microlocal way, the approximation of the negative term in the lower bound (6.2) by -(Qu,u), where Q is a finite rank operator. For that we investigate the symbol properties of 7ι(a∕,ξz). If eo(t) is the first normalized positive eigenfunction of D2+t then

e .,.⅛ ictc ,ξ' ∖d^n J — I j c0 I I ⅛2 I d"n ∕ ’

The function cq and all its derivatives belong to <S([0, ∞)), so that for C~1 <∣ξ'∣<C

where /æ, (t) is smooth in xf,ξf with values in <S([0, ∞)).Hence, 7(√, ξz)=χ(ξz)71(a∕, ξz) satisfies ∂χf∂ζf y{x', ξ,) = O(l)ι L2([0, ∞))→C, and consequently gives a pseudodifferential operator
7(√, hDx>Y∙ L2(tt × [0, ∞)) —> L2(Rn^1).
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Theorem 3 now shows thatII (T7(√, hDx,)-y(x', mu∖∖κ = O(h1∕2) ∣∣n∣∣,for any compact KcCn~1, z-x'-iξ'. If χ2∈C0o(Rn~1, [0,1]) has the property λ2X1=X1 we define

r: L2(Ω × [0, ∞)) -→ L2(Ω ×R"-1), r = lnχ2^,)(T^x,, hDx,)-χ(x', ξ')T).Using r we rewrite the last term in (6.2) as
- [[ q(x',ξl)∖T∙y(x',hDχl)u∖2χ2(ξ'')2e~^'^^h dx' dξ,

J 7ω×R"-1
— yy O{μ)∖ru{x,, ξ')∣2 dx, dξf — J∣* O(μ)∖ru(xf, ξ,)∣ ∣T7(a∕, hDxfu∖ dxf dξ,,

and here the last two terms can be estimated by O(μΛ1∕2) ∣∣w∣∣2=O(μ2÷Λ) ∣∣u∣∣2. Thus, (6.2) can be rewritten as∣∣(P-ωoM∣2 ≥ ((r0+μ)2-O(∕z)-O(μ2))∣∣n∣∣2
(6'3) - ∕7^ q(x'.ξ')∖Ty(x,.hDx,)u∖2e~^'^^hdx, dξ'.

J JΩ×Rn-^1We now gained an advantage of having T7(rr', hDx,)ueHφ(Cn~1) so that the last term above can be written using a Toeplitz operator:— (ΠgIΓT7(a∕, hDxd)u,T'γ(xf, hDx>)u}φ.We now have a simple
Lemma 6.1. If Q∈T∞mp(Cn) and q>0, then for every ε>0 there exists a 

finite rank operator Qε such that(6.4) ∣∣∏<Z∏*-Qe∣k(∕⅛,t⅛)≤ε, rankQε ≤ ∣ tr Π⅛IΓ.
Proof. Put Qε = l[ε,oo)(∏<z∏*)l⅛∏*. The first part of (6.4) clearly holds while for the second part we observe that the rank of Qε is equal to the number, Nε, of eigenvalues of ∏g∏* larger than or equal to ε. Since ∏g∏* is self-adjoint and positive, εΛ^≤tr∏Q∏*. □
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From Lemmas 3.2 and 6.1 we now see that the last term in (6.3) can be replaced by -(Qεu,w)-ε∣∣u∣∣2,(6.5) rankQe≤^2^ra-1 jj 2χ2(ξ')2 Re((Λ(√,ξ')-ω0)e"2iπz3)

× (μ(xf, ξ) — ζι (τ,, ξ')h2∕3)+ dx, dξf.We will use this to prove the next lemma which will then be used in Sect. 7 to estimate the number of poles near the critical line. Let us first recall that R(xf,ξf) is the symbol of the tangential Laplacian so that S*∂O={meT*∂O∖R(m) = l}.

Lemma 6.2. Let us define μj=ζjSmιn(Reωo)2^3h2^3, j = l,2, where Smin is 
given by (5.18) and assume

h ≪μ-μι, μ ≤ μ<2-h2^∕C.

Let us also assume that Q∖s*∂θ attains its minimum on a submanifold ΓqCT*∂O of 
codimension v and that the transversal Hessian of Q∖s*∂θ is non-degenerate. Then 
for any fixed O<<5<C1 there exists a finite rank operator Q$ such that∣∣(F-ω0)u∣∣2≥ ((ro+μ)2-<5(μ-μι)-C>(h))∣∣ω∣∣2-(Q⅛u,u),(6’6) rankQ6 ≤ ¾μ-μι)(^)+d∕2)⅛-(√3)-(n-ι)

0

Proof We only need to consider a local version of (6.6)—the global one follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.2. We start by observing that μfx,,ξ,)>0 implies
(6.7) 2r0 cos(∣π)In fact, (6.1) is equivalent to(6.8) (r0+cos(∣π)μ(x,, ξ,))2÷ (Reω0-77(α∕, ξ,)+cos(∣π)μ(x,, ξ,))2 = (r0+μ)2,and μfx,,ξ,)>0 implies Reω0-R=O^μ1^2)=O(h1^). Expanding (6.8) gives (6.7).To simplify the notation let us now assume that Reωg = l (a scaling argument then treats the general case). Denoting by A the annulus {(7~1 <∣ξ'∣<C}, we introduce new coordinates on T*∂O∩(Ω× A), z∖, ...,Z2∏, so thatS*∂C>∩(Ω × A) - {z1 = 0}, Γ0∩(Ω × A) = {z1 =... = ^+ι = 0}.
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Motivated by this we write z=(^ι, √, √'), where √=(z2,..., zlz+ι). The nondegeneracy assumption allows a more particular choice of coordinates in which

Q(<1=o = Q(o,o√')+M2∙Since the minimal value of ζι(2Q(z))2∕3 is ζιS,rnjn∕ cos(∣π) we get using (6.7) and the fact that Z1=O(⅛1∕3) if μ(z)>0μ(2)-ζ1(z)h2∕3=μ(2)-ζ1[Q(O,O,Z) + ∣√∣2+OU)]2∕3Λ2∕3
μ-μι__________ z{cos ( I π) 2ro cos ( ∣ π)4 ∕cosf-\1/2--( —^4 ) ζ1h2∕3∣√∣2(i+θ(∣√∣2))+o(h).θ ∖ *-5min ∕We now insert this into (6.5):rankQε≤-^rτ if χ2(ξ')2(r0+μ)(μ(x, ,ξ')-ζ1(x',ξ')h2^)+dx'dξ'

[[ X2(ξ,(X))2(..μ^∕f∖ +C>(h)-c1z2-c2h2∕3∣z,f} dz1dz'dz",
εhn JJa×Rn~1 ∖cos^π) J+where cι,c2>0. This is bounded by⅛(μ-μι) [ dz1 dz' < ^h^∖μ-μ^+^h→.

εh, J cιzl+c2h2∕3∖z,∖2<C(μ-μι) εPutting ε=δ(μ-μι), we get (6.6) from (6.5). □
7. Distribution of scattering polesWe will now use the lower bounds of Sect. 5 and 6 to prove Theorems 1 and 2. This will be done by the method originating from Sect. 3 and 4 of [9] (see also [10], [11], [13] ) but for the convenience of the reader we will try to make the presentation self-contained.We start with the results of Sect. 5 which give:

Theorem 4. If 0<h<ho and h2^∕C<μ<μo<^l, then the number of eigen
values of P=-h2Δ∖r in(7T) ∖Rez-l∖<μ^2∕C, -Imz<2μ,
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n(h,μ), satisfies(7.2) n(h,μ) = O(l)(2μ-S,min⅛2z3+c0h)° μ2h~n,

for some co and Smι∏ is given by (5.18).
Proof. We start by showing that if 2μ<S'minΛ2∕3 —c^h, for some Co, then P has no eigenvalues in the rectangle (7.1). In fact, if z were an eigenvalue in (7.1), then by Proposition 5.3 applied with c⅜=Re z-Hγq, μ<ro<2Rez,r0 - Im z ≥ r0 ÷ S,min (Re z)2/3/i2/3 -O(h).Since (Rez)2∕3 = l+O(μ1∕2) = l÷(9(Zι1∕3) we get a contradiction once cq is large enough.Let us now assume that clμ>Sm∖nh2^—c^h and take ωo = l÷zro with r$ sufficiently small. We observe that for C large enough the rectangle (7.1) is contained in the disc Z) = D(L√0,r0÷4μ).If zγ,..., zn are the eigenvalues of P in D then N>n(h, μ), so we will estimate N. Let us introduce the characteristic values of P—cuq, μι ≤∙∙∙ ≤M√v ≤∙∙∙ as the eigenvalues of [(P-ω>o)*(F-co>o)]1∕2 (with the convention that in case there are only finitely many such eigenvalues we repeat the infimum of the essential spectrum infinitely many times). We then use the Weyl inequality (see Apppendix A of [9]):(7.3) μ1 ...μN ≤ ∣^ι-ω0∣... ∣^-ω0∣.We start by estimating 

with μ<μo so that N* = ⅛{μj : μj <r0+6μ},

inf σess([(73-ω0)*(F-ωo)]ιz2) ≥ Im((l+z0)ωo) > r0+8μ,see the proof of Proposition 5.2. The max-min principle shows that
(7.4) N*<M <=≠>

Vδ>03 a closed subspace E C T>(P-ωo) CL2(Γ)< of codimension less than or equal to M— 1 such that k ∣∣(P-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+6μ)2-<5)∣∣u∣∣2, u&E.Let us now apply Proposition 5.2 with μ replaced by 8μ to see thatII(P-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ ((r0+8μ)2-O(l)(∕z+μ2+εμ))∣∣u∣∣2 ≥ (r0+6μ)2∣∣u∣∣2,
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if Ξ^u=0, for p=l, ...,Q and h,ε are small enough. Thus (7.4) implies that

Q Q M{Kp,εh1∕2)

N*< rank ≤ Σ Σ rank ILcp ξP.
p=l p=l j=lWe now recall (5.8) and (5.9) to see that M(Kp, εh1∕2)=Oε(ja1∕2h~(n~1'>) and that rankΓLcp,ξP =O(∕z3∕2∕⅛-1). Hence N⅛ = O(μ2h~~n) and the proof is completed by showing that N<CN⅛ and that is done exactly as in [9], [10], [11], [13]: if N>N# then μΓ(ro+6μ)w-jv*≤(ro+4μ)jv.Since by Proposition 5.3, μι>τ,o if h<h$, we get

N< (log(r°+θμ)) log(r°+6^)7V# = O(1)N* = O(jj,2h~n). □- V s,∖r0+iμ) J ∖ r0 J v 7Writing λ=h~1, ζ2=h~2z the semi-classical statement about resonances translates immediately into a statement about the scattering poles: for λ^>l and λ~2∕3∕Cf ≤μ≤l∕Cr5 the number of scattering poles in a rectangleI Reζ^-λ∣ ≤ μ1∕2λ∕C', — Imζ ≤ μλ,is bounded by(7.5) O(l)(μ-Sminλ-2∕3+c1λ-1)θ-μ2λn,for some c±. Theorem 1 is a somewhat weaker global version of (7.5) and to obtain it we need
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that m, f and g are measurable functions on [1,∞), ∕0dJ( ∣x) g(x) are non-decreasing, C 1 <f(x)<C 1x and(7.6) m(x)-m(x-f(xf) ≤ g(x),

then m(r) ≤ Cr∕(∣r)-15(r)+C.
Proof. We first obtain a bound on m(λ)-m(∣λ), and for that we define a sequence Λq-λ, λ∕c+1=λ∕c-f(λk)∙ Then

κm(λ)-m(∣λ) ≤^2fz(λfe) <Kg(λ),
k=0
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where K is the smallest integer for which λj<+ι<∣λ. Hence ∣λ÷K∕(∣λ)≤λ and 7C≤∣λ∕(∣λ) 1. Consequently, using the monotonicity of f (∣λ) 1g{X)

where M is the largest integer for which 2~Mr>2. □

Proof of Theorem 1. We put m(λ)=7V(λ,μ), ∕(λ)-μ(λ)1∕2λ∕C' and g(λ) = 
Cμ(X)2λn. The estimate (7.5) implies that (7.6) and the assumptions of Lemma 7.1 are satisfied in view of (1.2). Thus the bound

m(r) ≤ Crf(⅛r) 1 g(r)+C <Cμ(r)3∕2rnfollows from the monotonicity of μ. □

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is based on Lemma 6.2 (from which we borrow the notation) in the same way as that of Theorem 4 was based on Proposition 5.2. Thus we start by estimating the number of eigenvalues of P-—⅛2∆∣r in the disc∣z-ω0∣ <r0+μι + ⅛(μ-μι), r0 =Imω0 < ⅛ Reω0-3μχ,(7-7) L ∕ l2∕3∕z,μ-μι ^>h, μ<μt2~h ' ∕Cfand claim that it is bounded by
O(l)(μ-μι)(1∕2)+^⅛"^3⅛-(n-1∖To see that, we observe that for <5<Cγq

(r0+μ)2-C>(h)-δ(μ-μ1) ≥ (r0+μ1 + (μ-μ1))2-(⅜- )(μ-μ1)∖ ∕2-M1∕(μ-μι)
Hence, (see Lemma 6.2) except on a space of codimension less than or equal to rank Qβ

Hl2∙

Since 1—<5∕3γq> j for small δ we conclude that the number of characteristic values of P—üüQ in [θ, ro÷μ÷ j(μ-μι)] is O(l)<5-1(μ-μ1)(1∕2)+(^∕2)∕ττ^∕3Λ~(n-1∖ The
∕ ( δ ∖ ∖∣∣(F-ω0)u∣∣2 ≥ (r0+μ1 + ( 1-— )(μ-μ1H
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Figure 2. The covering of a neighbourhood of the critical curve.Weyl inequality applied as in the proof of Theorem 4 gives the claimed bound on the number of eigenvalues of P in the disc (7.7).A covering argument analogous to the one used in [13] (see Fig. 2) shows that the number of eigenvalues of P in2 — z — 2 ’-Inu≤ 5min(Rez)2∕3Λ2∕3÷ρ,is bounded by(7.8) O(ψ⅜-1⅜-(n"1∖We now need to translate this bound to the ζ-plane with ζ=h~1y∕z^ ρ=Re f(z)ha, I ≤α≤ 1, where f is holomorphic near the positive real axis and positive on it. From (7.8) we immediately get a bound in the region∣∕i^2 ≤ Reζ^2 ≤ ∣∕ι-2,- Im ζ2 ≤ S,min(Re ζ2)2∕3+Re(f(∕ι2ζ2K~2),which by choosing f(z)=coz1~<∙a∕2∖ ∣≤α≤l, becomes∣⅛-2≤ReC2≤∣⅛-2,— Imζ≤ ∣Smin(l-(Reζ)~2(Imζ)2)2∕3(Reζ)1∕3 + ∣c0Reζ2-α(Reζ)~1.Using Imζ'≈O(Reζ')1∕3, we get this to be the same asy∣⅛-ι ≤Reζ(i+o(Rec)-2∕3)< y∣⅛-ι, -imc≤i5min(Reζ)1∕3+1c0(Reζ)1-α+o((Reζ)-1).
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Thus the number of the scattering poles in this region is bounded by (7.8) with 
Q=ha. Another standard scaling argument completes the proof. □
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